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Abstract. Assume that two risk neutral agents with asymmetric information
simultaneously expect a gain from zero-sum betting. Geanakoplos and Sebenius (1983) (henceforth GS) consider the case where the agents may re-evaluate the profitability of betting successively before the payments are realized.
They prove that one of the players must reject the proposed bet within some
finite number (No) of re-evaluation rounds. This paper extends the GS model
to the case where there exists a small probability e that players accept the bet
when they should reject it. We claim that, generically, the GS results are not
effected by small noise. That is, when e is low, the players will reject the bet
within No iterations with probability close to one. Surprisingly, we find a nongeneric example where - for every positive e - the agents keep expecting a
gain from betting forever. Our main Theorem, however, says that even when
the noise e is large and even in such non generic examples one of the following two alternatives must hold: (A) Some agent expects a loss from betting
(and thus rejects the bet with high probability) after some finite number of reevaluation rounds, or (B) The expected gain from betting goes to zero for
both agents. Moreover, if there is a small cost to entertaining the bet, then
some player must expect a loss from betting eventually.
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1. ln~oducfion
Consider the case where two risk-neutral agents are offered a zero-sum bet
x : ~2 ~ ~ where s denotes some finite space of states and x(co) denotes the
payment of agent 2 to agent 1 if co ~ f2 turns out to be the true state (if x(co) is
negative then it represents a payment of agent 1 to agent 2).
Assume that the agents hold a common prior but have asymmetric (and
incomplete) information on f2. Each agent's information structure is represented by a partition of f2. If f2 = {a, b, c, d, e}, for instance, and the true state
is e, agent 1 might think that the true state lies in the subset {a, b, c}, while
agent 2 might believe that the true state belongs to {b, c, d, e}. In such a case,
the two agents might simultaneously expect a gain from betting although it is
evident that one of them must eventually lose. Zero-sum betting might thus
occur because of the asymmetric information across agents.
In their extensively cited paper " D o n ' t Bet on It", Geanak0plos and
Sebenius (1983), study the case where the agents may successively re-evaluate
their principle willingness to take the bet, before the payments are realized. In
each round of "re-evaluation," each agent publicly announces whether he
would like to take the bet ("GO") or to reject it ( " D O N T " ) . 1 The agents can
never lie or mistake so that each of them accepts the bet if and only if he
expects a gain from betting. However, this behavior rule is common knowledge and the agents take into account the implicit information in their rival's
announcements. Thus, the second-round announcements take into account the
information conveyed by the first-round messages. The third-round announcements take into account t h e additional information reflected in the secondround announcements etc ... Geanakoplos and Sebenius (1983) prove that
this iterative communication process must lead to a rejection of the bet within
some finite number No of re-evaluation rounds. In this sense, zero-sum betting
is impossible if the participating agents have enough time to reconsider their
initial consent to bet.
This paper is concerned with the robustness of the Geanakoplos and Sebenius result with respect to the underlying assumptions. In particular, we extend
the Geanakoplos-Sebenius framework to the case where there exists a fixed,
independent across time probability e > 0 of false "GO" messages. That is, an
agent that expects a loss from betting and should thus reject the bet might still
accept it with some small probability e. z
We claim that, generically, the Geanakoplos and Sebenius result is unaffected by small noise. That is, generically, there is some noise level e*, such
that for every e < e*, one agent must expect a loss from betting after No successive GO-iterations (where No denotes the number of iterations after which
the agents reject the bet in the original, no-noise model). Surprisingly, we find
a non-generic example where the above result fails. That is, for every noise
level e, both agents keep expecting a gain from betting forever and thus they
1 Alternatively, we m a y assume an implicit re-evaluation process where the agents m a y shout
" A C T U A L L Y N O " when they decide to reject the bet (and they stay silent when they accept it).
2 We assume, however, that an agent that expects a gain from betting always says " G O " with
probability one. In this sense, our e noise is asymmetric. W h e n the noise is symmetric, (i.e., when
an agent that expects a gain from betting rejects the bet with probability e) the probability of
rejection at stage t is at least e, for every t. It is thus immediately clear that the probability of
eventual rejection is one.
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never reject the bet. Our main Theorem, however, says that even when e > e*
and even in such non-generic cases one of the following two alternatives must
hold: (A) There is a number N(e) such that one agent must expect a loss from
betting after N(e) rounds of mutual acceptance, or (B) The expected gain from
betting for each of the agents goes to zero as the number of GO-iterations
increases. We finally claim that if there is some small cost c to entertaining the
bet then alternative (B) can never be realized and one agent must expect a loss
from betting after some N(e) rounds of mutual acceptance.
Yet, we demonstrates through several examples that the introduction of
small noise into the model might change the dynamics drastically. In particular, the speed of convergence to no-betting might be much slower. It even
might be the case that the wrong agent (i.e., the one that will in fact benefit
from betting) is most likely to reject the bet first. In this respect, the paper
provides additional insights to the original no-betting result.
The main difficulty in proving our generalized no-betting result arises from
the fact that the agent's posterior probability assessments in the e-noise model
diverge although they start from a common prior (this point is discussed and
illustrated in Section 2). A key element in the proof is a lemma that is interesting for its own sake and thus presented and discussed separately in Section
4. The lemma basically says that the learning model suggested above cannot
change the market perception of the agents so that the original zero-sum
bet suddenly seems like "real trade." Specifically, our learning model cannot
induce a situation where both agents expect a gain from betting given their
realized information, in every state of the world. In this sense, the original
speculation cannot change its image to a mutually-beneficial-everywhere
trade.
Finally note that in our generalized model (as in the original one) the agents
behave in a myopic, non-strategic way. In particular, each agent ignores the
effects of his behavior in every stage of re-evaluation on his opponent's behavior in subsequent periods. The issue of strategic-behavior and the impossibility of betting is left for a different paper.
We proceed as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed simple example. Section 3
provides a formal description of the model. The "zero-sum bets cannot change
image to real-trades" lemma is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 states our
generalized, qualified no-betting results.

2. Example
Let f2 = {e, fl, 7} be the space of states and assume that two risk neutral
agents are being offered the following zero-sum bet: If c~ occurs then agent
Two pays 2 dollars to agent One; if fl occurs One pays Two 3 dollars; if
occurs Two pays One 14 dollars. Assume also that the agents hold a uniform
prior p0 on (2, that the information partition of agent One is H1 =
{{a}, {fl, 7}} while the information partition of Two is H2 = {{~,fl}, {~}}.
The market is presented schematically in the following figure.
Note that given his prior probability assessment agent One expects a gain
from betting in every state of the world; i.e., if co = fl or a) = ?, then One only
knows that co e {fl, ~} and his conditional expected payoff from betting is
0.5(-3 + 14) which is positive 5.5. If co = a then One knows the actual state
of the world and expects a gain of 2 dollars. Similar calculations show that
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Example 2

agent Two expects a gain from betting when co e {c~,/?}. When co = 7, Two
expects a loss of 14 dollars.
Assume that the agents re-evaluate the proposed bet successively. In every
stage of re-evaluation each agent announces " G O " to indicate his willingness
to take part in the bet or " D O N T " to signal rejection. An agent that expects a
gain from betting always accepts the bet. An agent that expects a loss from
betting might accept the bet with probability e = 0.25.
Let the actual state of the world o)~ be e. In this case, both agents expect a
gain from betting given their prior assessment. They thus announce "GO"
indicating their willingness to bet. Having heard his opponent's positive
message, each agent tries to re-evaluate the profitability of betting and the
"market conditions" in general.
Since agent Two, for instance, doesn't know whether agent One is of
information-type {e} or of information-type {fl, 7}, Two cares about One's
updated expectation at his "virtual" information element {fl, 7}- Note that
this information element intersects with two distinct information elements of
agent Two: {e, fl} and {7}, Since Two expects a loss from betting given {7}
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while she expects a gain from betting given {e, fl}, One should increase the
conditional probability of fl after observing Two's willingness to bet at the
first stage of re-evaluation. Using p[(colHi(co)) to denote the posterior that
agent i assigns at (the beginning of) date t to the state co given Hi(co), we
apply Bayes rule to get, p~[71{[3,7}] = (0.5.0.25)/(0.5- 0.25 + 0.5- 1) = 0.2,
andp2[fl ] {fl, 7}] = (0.5.1)/(0.5.0.25 + 0.5.1) = 0.8.
Given these updated probabilities we may calculate the updated expected
payoff to type {fl, 7} of agent One: E~[x ]{fl, 9,}] = 0.8(-3) + 0.2(14) = -t-0.4.
Type {fl, 7} of agent One thus still expects a gain from betting after one round
of GO-messages, but his expected gain has shrunk from 5.5 to 0.4.
It is easy to observe that this change is the only impact of the first round of
learning in this example: First note that Bayesian learning cannot have any
effect on the agents' conditional expectations on singleton information sets
since the posterior will always assign probability one to the single co in such
information sets. The expected payoff to i from betting given such an information element {co} will always be equal to xi(co). Learning will therefore
have no effect on the expectations of type {e} of agent One and type {7} of
agent Two. Secondly, consider the information element {e, r} of agent Two.
Since agent One expects a gain from betting (at the first round of re-evaluation)
in both information sets that intersect with {c~,fl}, this type will not learn
anything from One's "GO" message at the first round of re-evaluation. Her
posterior will be equal to the prior and the expected payoff from betting will
not change.
The updated conditional probability assessments and payoff expectations
of the different types after one round of learning are presented in the tables of
Example 2. Note that although the agents have started with a common prior,
their posteriors have diverged after one round of re-evaluation. Agent Two
didn't learn anything from One's GO message at the first round and thus her
posterior at that stage is equal to the original (common) prior. Agent One on
the other hand has decreased the probability of ), and increased the probability
of the complementary states. Both agents, however, still expect a gain from
betting at the true state c~ and thus announce "GO" at the second round of
re-evaluation. Type {/3, 7} of agent One should then update once more his
conditional probabilities according to Bayes rule. The conditional probability
of 7 is decreased to 0.06; the conditional probability of fl is increased to
0.94. The corresponding expected payoff for this type after two rounds of
re-evaluations is thus negative -2.
It is easy to observe that this is the only second-order impact of learning in
this example. The updated conditional expectations for the different types at
the beginning of the third round of re-evaluations are presented again in the
tables of Example 2. Since the "real" agents still expect a gain from betting,
they both announce "GO", once again, at the third iteration. These messages
trigger another, third-level iteration of learning. This time, type {e, r} of agent
Two (i.e., the "real" agent Two) updates his posterior taking into account the
fact that type {/~, 7} of agent One should have expected a loss from betting
at the end of the previous round. The tables at the example show that the
expected payoff to this type changes from a gain to a loss. Agent Two should
thus expect a loss from betting after 3 successive rounds in which both agents
have expressed their willingness to trade.
In section 5 we argue that this must almost-always be the case: For every
noise parameter e there is an integer N(e) such that one of the agents must
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expect a loss from betting after such N(e) successive GO-iterations. This result
is a generalization of the well known no-betting result of Geanakoplos and
Sebenius (1983). Geanakoplos and Sebenius model might be considered a
special case of our model where the noise parameter e equals zero. In the example above, Geanakoplos-Sebenius agents will eliminate y from the set of
possible worlds after one stage of GO-messages. They will eliminate fl from
the set of possible worlds after the second GO-iteration. Agent Two would
thus expect a loss from betting after two rounds of re-evaluations. Note that in
our model with e = 0.25 it takes three rounds of GO-messages to convince
Two that the bet is not profitable for her. ff we change x(~) to 1400, it takes 6
successive GO-iterations to switch Two's expectations in the 0.25-noise model
while Two still rejects the bet after 2 successive GO-iterations in the zero-noise
model. The speed of convergence to no-betting might thus be much slower
and payoff-dependent in our modified model.
3. The model

3.1. The underlying bet
Let I = {1,2} be the set of agents, s = { o ) 1 , o ) 2 , . . . ,0)g} a finite space of
states, and p0 a full support probability distribution on s Assume that p0 is a
common prior on f2 to both agents in I and let 0)o e f2 denote the true state of
the world.
For each i e I, l e t / / i be a partition of f2 into disjoint sets. For every 0) e O
denote by Hi(o)) the element of H i containing 0); H; is interpreted as the information partition of agent i; Hi(o)) is the subset of states which are indistinguishable to i when 0) occurs. We sometimes use the terminology "type S of
agent i", when talking about agent i's considerations when his realized information is the set S ~ Hi. We use the notation i(zc) to denote the agent to whom
the information element zc "belongs", and assume i(zc) is uniquely defined.
Let x : f2 ~ 9l be a zero-sum bet on f2, where x(0)) - xl (0)) denotes agent
2's payoffs to agent 1 given 0), and x2(0)) = -x1(0)). In the sequel we use the
tuple (H1,112, x , p ~ 0)o) to denote a zero-sum bet on t2 as described above.
For every nonempty set S ___f2, we use E/~ I S) to denote the (a priori)
expected payoff to agent i given the set S; i.e., E ~
1/p~
9
Y~oes pO(0)) . xi(0)). We say that agent i expects a gain from betting at 0) if
E~
> 0. We treat zero payoffs as a loss and say that i expects a loss
from betting at 0) if E~ I Hi(O))) < 0.
We use H1 v H2 to denote the join (Coarsest Common Refinement) of
H1 and H2. That is, / / 1 V H 2 = { S ~ • I S = 7c1 (3 7c2 for some ~1 ~ H i and
~2 ~ H2 such that re1 c~ re2 ~ 0}. We similarly use Hi v S to denote the refinement of S ___f2 with respect to agent i's information; i.e., Hi v S =
{re ~ S I~ ~ H} - 0}; card (X) is used to denote the cardinality of a finite set X.
3.2. The learning algorithm
We now formalize the dynamics of the model by defining a sequence of posterior probability measures and a corresponding sequence of updated conditional expectations for each agent i. We assume that the re-evaluation process
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ends whenever some agent says " D O N T " . 3 The expressions p~(cS) and
E / ( x l n ) in the sequel thus refer to agent i's updated posteriors and conditional expectations, assuming that both agents have announced " G O " in all
previous rounds 1 , 2 . . . t - 1.
- At the starting point of the model (t = 1), p~, El, and i's message at data
1 are determined from the c o m m o n prior in the obvious way; i.e., p~ = p0 is
the c o m m o n prior defined above; for every information element n C Hi,
E~ (x [ n) = E ~ (x [ n) is the p~
expectation of agent i given n; and
assuming that E~
> 0, it follows from our assumptions that i must
way " G O " at t = 1.
- F o r every t = 2, 3 , . . . , for every agent i, we compute p[, E[ and choose
i's message for date t in four steps:

Step 1: Use the updated conditional expectations of the other agent 3 - i at
date t - 1, (E~-li(x [ n ) ) . ~ n , to partition s into two subsets, C~-~ and N~-~,
9
t--'l
9
3
-.,
as follows. C~_ i is used to denote the subset of s where agent 3 - t s
expectations were compatible with his " G O " message at date t - 1 ; i.e.,
C~2~ = {co 9 ~lEJC_~(x I I]3-i(co)) > 0}. N~-] = (2\CJ-~ is used to denote the
complementary subset of g2 that includes those states of nature where agent
3 - i's expectations were incompatible with his "GO" message at date t - 1.4
Step 2: .Apply Bayes rule to define the posterior probabilities for agent i at
date t, p[, as follows:
p[-1 (co). 1
t-1 thenp[(co) = _t-lr
(1) If co e C~_i,
(1
~-~ t-1
t-1 then p~(co)
(2) IfcoEN~_i,

-

Pi

~3-i)

p[-1

t-1 p~-l(co),
( l _ ~ t e- l [ c t - 1
(q-i)'1+
.i

9

1+

--Pi

(C3-i))

g

Step 3." Use the updated probabilities p~ to calculate the updated conditional
expectations of agent i. T h a t is, for every n 9 Hi, let
1

E~(x In) = ~ . ~

p[(co)- xi(co),

where K = ~

p~(co).

Step 4: Agent i's message at round t is determined from his updated expectations at coo as follows:
If E~(x] z0 > 0, i says " G O " with probability one;
If E[(x I n) _< 0, i says "GO" with probability e and " D O N T " with probability
1-e.
In Appendix A we outline 7 properties of the learning model that are used
in proving the next results9
3 This provides an additional interpretation for the noise parameter ~: Since saying "DONT" kills
the bet, the agents hesitate before sending such a "DONT" message; with probability e they
choose to give it one more "chance".
4 This partition might be considered a special case of the more general workin9 partitions suggested by Krasucki (1996)
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4. The Bayesian stability of the speculative-trades property
In this section we claim that the Bayesian learning model described above
cannot distort the basic speculative nature of zero-sum bets. In particular, our
learning algorithm cannot change the market perception of the participating
agents so that the original zero-sum bet suddenly seems mutually-beneficial
everywhere. First, we formally define the "Speculative-Trades" property of
zero-sum trades. Roughly, a trade satisfies the Speculative-Trades property if
it can never be the case that both agents expect a gain from trading in every
possible information set.
Claim. The speculative-trades property of zero-sum bets. Let (H1, H2, x,p O, 090)
be a zero-sum bet on s Let G be a nonempty subset off2. It cannot be the case
that." For each agent i, for every S E / / i v G, E~ S) >_ O, and one of the inequalities holds strictly for some j, for some S E Hj v G.
The obvious proof follows from the fact that E~
G) = ~ s ~ n i v o P~
E~ (x I S), so that, if the condition stated in the Claim holds, then E ~(x [ G) > 0
for each agent i and (since p0 is of full support) the inequality holds strictly
for one of the agents. But if x if zero-sum, the prior is common to both agents
and E~ [ G) > 0 for some agent j, then E~
[ G) = - E ~ I G) < 0, a
contradiction.
In our Bayesian learning model, however, the agents posterior probability
assessments diverge although they have started from a common prior. Thus,
E~T J ( x [ G ) is not necessarily equal to
- E !J ( x [ a ) for t > 1 and it is inter.
estlng to check whether the speculatwe-trades property still holds. The next
lemma says that the property indeed holds for any date t. The collection of
updated conditional expectations of the different types of agents (as perceived
by the agents along the learning process) must therefore always include some
expected-loss element. In this sense, our learning algorithm cannot change
the market perception of the participating agents so that the original zerosum bet suddenly seems like a "real", mutually-beneficial-everywhere type
of trade.
J.

,

Lemma. Bayesian stability of the speculative-trades property. Let
(H1,112, x, pO o20) be a zero-sum bet on f2. Let G be a nonempty subset oft2. It
cannot be the case that."
For some date t, E~(x [ S) > O,for each agent i, for every S E Hi v G, and one of
the inequalities holds strictly for some agent L for some S ~ Hj v G.
Put differently, the Claim and the Lemma say that in our model there can
never be common knowledge that both agents expect a gain from betting.
Milgrom and Stokey (1982) indeed prove that if the occurrence of trades
implies that it is common knowledge amongst the participating agents that all
of them expect a gain from trading, then trades are impossible in ex-ante efficient markets. 5 The Claim above shows that our basic model is consistent
5 For e-noise, generalizations of the Milgrom and Stokey impossibility-of-speculative-trades
result, see Neeman (1996), Sonsino (1995).
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with the Milgrom and Stokey result. The Lemma moreover shows that the
result is robust with respect to our learning model.
To prove the Lemma we first use the properties of Bayesian learning to
represent the system of inequalities given in the lemma in a convenient matrix
form. We then use Stiemke's theorem of alternatives (Mangasarian 1969) to
show that the system cannot have a solution. The details are presented in
Appendix B.

5. Generalized no-betting results
5.1. Non generic example where the model doesn't converge
In this section we study the effects of Bayesian learning on zero-sum betting.
We start with a non generic example demonstrating that the e-noise model
may fail to converge to the no-betting result of Geanakoplos and Sebenius
(1983) for any (arbitrarily small) e > 0.
In Example 5 each agent has two information elements given which he
expects a gain from betting at date 1 and two singleton information elements
given which he expects a loss from betting at every date t.
Consider the information element {a, b, h} of agent One. The schematic
representation in the example shows that it intersects with three elements in
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agent Two's information partition: {a}, {b, c, d}, and { f , 9, h}. Two of these
elements ({b, c, d} and { f , g, h}) are an expected gain (for the corresponding
agent Two) at date 1, the other element ({a}) is a singleton loss element.
Moreover, agent One's date-l-expected-payoff given the intersection of
{a, b, h} with the date-l-expected-gain information elements of agent Two is
zero (i.e., xl (b) + Xl (h) = 0), and his expected payoff given the intersection of
{a, b, h} with the loss element of agent Two is positive (i.e., xl (a) = 1).
F r o m this structure and the properties of Bayesian learning it follows immediately that a necessary condition for a switch in One's conditional expectations on {a, b, h} from an expected gain to an expected loss, is that agent
Two's conditional expectations given one of the information elements {b, c, d}
or { f , 9, h} have "switched" from an expected gain to an expected loss in a
previous iteration. 6
Similar calculations show that all other date-l-expected-gain information
elements, say information element 7r, have the same structure exactly: i(zc)'s
expected payoff given the intersection of ~ with the date-1-expected-gain information elements of the other agent is zero and his expected payoff given
some singleton loss element of the other agent is positive. Again it follows
directly from the properties of Bayesian learning that a necessary condition
for a switch in conditional expectations given re, from an expected gain to an
expected loss, is that some other date-l-expected-gain information element (of
the other agent) has "switched" from an expected gain to an expected loss in a
previous iteration. It immediately follows that the first such change can never
occur, and if co~ e {b, d, f , h}, then both agents will expect a gain from betting
forever and no one will ever reject the bet. 7 Note that this result holds for
every e > 0. When e = 0 however the agents' expected gain from betting
changes to zero after one round of GO-messages; both agents should thus
reject the bet at the second round.

5.2. Geanakoplos-Sebenius with small noise
The problem demonstrated by the last example seems to be caused by the
existence of a "zero-subset," {b, d, f , h}, such that for each agent i, for every
element rc in H i that intersects with that set, the expected payoff to i given
rEn { b , d , f , h } equals zero. s We thus restrict the next no-betting result to
zero-sum bets that satisfy a "no zero-subsets condition": E ~
~ 0 for
every nonempty S _c f2.
Let No denote the number of GO-iterations after which one agent rejects
the bet in the zero-noise model. Geanakoplos and Sebenius (1983) prove that

6 Formally, fix a date t, and assumeby way of contradiction that agent Two expecteda gain from
betting given the information elements {b, c, d} and {f, 9, h} in every date i = 1,2,... t - 1. Then,
by Property 3 of the model, E~(x[ {b,h}) = E~ {b,h}) = 0, so that E[(x I{a,b,h}) > 0 since
p{ (a ]{a, b, h}) > 0 by Property 2.
7 Property 7 of Bayesianlearning, however, implies that the expectedgain from betting converges
to zero as the number of G0-iterations goes to infinity. Thus, alternative (2) of the Theorem that
follows holds in this example.
8 Note also that {b, d,f, h} is the set of states in which both agents expect a gain from betting in
this example. From the structure of the information partitions it is clear that there cannot be
common knowledge that the agents expect a gain from betting in this case.
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No ___card(//1) + card(H2) - 2. The next proposition says that when the bet
satisfies the no zero-subsets condition suggested above and the parameter e is
sufficiently small, one of the agents must expect a loss from betting after No
GO-iterations in the e-noise model. Thus, the probability that one of the
agents will reject the bet after No GO-iterations is at least 1 - e and the model
converges to the no-betting result of the no-noise model as the degree of noise
e goes to zero. In the formal statements of the following proposition (and the
Theorem in Section 5.3) we use/z, (one agent rejects the bet after No G O iterations) to abbreviate "the probability - in the e-noise model - that one of
the agents rejects the bet at date No + 1 given that both agents have announced " G O " in the previous No rounds."
Proposition. Let ( / / 1 , / / 2 , x , p ~
0) be a zero-sum bet on s satisfyin9
E~ S) r Ofor every nonempty S ~_ (2. There is a positive probability e* such
that for every e < e*,
lt~ (one ayent rejects the bet after No GO-iterations) >_1 - e. In particular,
lim~_~0/z~ (one agent rejects the bet after No GO-iterations) = 1.
The straightforward proof shows that there exists some positive e .9 such
that whenever e < e* the dynamics of the no-noise model are not disrupted by
the existence of e-noise. In particular, if we let 5r t denote the collection of information elements that are marked: "Expected Loss" after the t - 1-th round
of re-evaluations in the original Geanakoplos and Sebenius model, then, when
e < e*, exactly the same sequence of changes in expectations occurs in the enoise model: In every stage t, the expected payoff from betting in each information element n ~ W t switches from "Expected Gain" to "Expected
Loss," and in no other information elements can such a switch in expectations
occur. This implies that some agent must expect a loss from betting (at coo)
after No rounds of mutual acceptance and the proposition follows. We omit
the details.

5.3. The generalized no-betting result
Fix a space of states O, information partitions H i and H2, a prior p0 and a
state of nature co~ Consider the space of zero-sum bets on ~2, ~card(g2). Note
that by slightly perturbing the payoffs of any zero-sum bet that violates the
no zero-subsets conditions, we get a bet that satisfies these conditions. Thus,
the Lebesgue measure of the bets that violate the no zero-subsets condition
is zero, and our proposition applies almost everywhere. In this sense, genetically, the noisy model converges to the original no-betting result as the degree
of noise goes to zero.
Yet, the proposition doesn't apply to the case where e > e*, or where x
violates the no zero-subsets condition. The next theorem says that even when
e is not sufficiently low to induce a switch in expectations at the same number
of iterations as the no-noise model, typically, there is some number N(e), such
that the expectations of some agent at coo are reversed (from an expected gain

9 Formally, if we let a = mins=_a [p0(S). E~(x IS) I, b = max~~o,~ u, ~rh ~p0(a~In). x(co)], and
k = max~lz~un2 card (n), then e* = a/kb.
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to an expected loss) after N(e) GO-iterations and thus the probability that one
agent rejects the bet after N(e) successive GO-iterations, is at least 1 - e.
Moreover, in the cases where the last result doesn't hold (as in Example 5), the
agents' updated expected payoffs must converge to zero as the number of GOiterations goes to infinity.
Theorem. Let (H~,H2,x,p~ ~ be a zero-sum bet on g'2 such that
E~
~ c~ g2(co~ r 0. For every e > O, one of the following results
holds."
(1) Convergence to No-Betting: There is a date N(e), such that

r (one of the agents rejects the bet after N(e)GO-iterations) >_ 1 - e.
(2) Expectations converge to zero: For every c~> O, there is a date t such that,
if both agents accepted the bet at the first t iterations then E[ (x[ Hi(~o~ ) < c~
Vi~L
9
The proof (presented in Appendix B) uses the lemma from Section 4 to
show that if alternative (1) does not hold then the agents' expected payoffs
must converge to zero as the number of GO-iterations increases (alternative
(2)).
Finally note that if we slightly modify the assumptions of the model and
assume that there exists a small cost c for taking the bet, so that each agent
accepts the bet whenever his expected payoff is bigger than c, while he rejects
the bet with probability 1 - e and accepts it with probability e when his expected payoff is lower then c, then the second alternative is impossible and the
first alternative still holds. Thus, when there's a small cost c for entertaining
the bet, some agent must expect a loss from betting after some finite number
of re-evaluation rounds. The proof of this extension follows immediately from
the proof of the theorem and from the lemma. The details are outlined at the
appendix.
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5.4. Remark on dynamics
The previous sections have shown that the e-noise model converges (genetically) to the original no-betting result as the noise e goes to zero. Yet, the
introduction of "small noise" into a specific model might change the model's
dynamics drastically.
The examples of Section 2 have demonstrated that depending on the specific structure of the bet (probabilities, payoffs and information structures), a
small noise might significantly increase the number of GO-iterations required
to trigger a switch in some player's expectations. By imposing the "right"
arbitrary bound on the length of the re-evaluation process, we therefore
may get scenarios where bets will be rejected in the zero-noise setting while
they will survive when a small noise is imposed on the learning dynamics.
Note, however, that the speed of convergence to no-betting is not necessarily monotonic in e; i.e., an increase in the noise e doesn't necessarily imply
that a larger number of GO-iterations is required to trigger a switch in expectations. In Example 6, for instance, when coo = j and e = 3/7, agent Two
expects a loss from betting after 2 successive GO-iterations. Agent Two might
thus be the first one to reject the bet after a short period of re-evaluation
although he's in fact the one that will benefit from betting in this case. When
we decrease e to 0.2, at the same example, the dynamics change drastically;
agent One is the first to reverse expectations after 8 successive GO-iterations.
When e is set equal to zero, One rejects the bet after 6 GO-iterations.
Appendix A - Properties of bayesian learning
Fix a zero-sum bet (HI, H2~ x,p 0, coo) on a space of states (2. We now present
7 basic properties of the Bayesian learning process defined above. For any two
real numbers a and b, we say that sign[a] = sign[b] if it is either the case that
a > 0 and b > 0, or it is the case that a < 0 and b < 0. We henceforth assume
that card(Q) _> 2 and e ~ (0, 1).
Property 1. For each agent i, for every date t, for every co ~ g2, let k~_i(co ) denote the number of periods, at the first t - 1 iterations of the model, in which
agent 3 - i's updated conditional expectation given //3-i(co) was compatib~le
with his public "GO" message," i.e., k~_i(co ) = card({~ < t I co E Ci3_i}). Then,

1 e(t_l_k~ i(co)) .pO(co),
p[(co) -_ K"

where

g = ~ e (t-l-k~-i(c~ .p0(co).
co~Q

The proof follows directly from successive applications of Bayes formula as
formulated in equations (1) and (2) above.
Property 2. For each agent i, for every date t, for every co ~ (2, pt(co) ~ (0, 1).
That is, since we start with a common prior of full support, the posteriors are
also of full support. The proof again follows directly from the definitions and
the assumptions card(O) > 2 and e~ (0, 1).
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Property 3. For each agent i, for every two dates tl < t2, for every nonempty
set S ~ 12, I f sign[E~_i(x In3_i(co~))] = sign[E~_i(x [ H3-i(co2))], for every col,
co2 ~ S, for every date t = h, tl + 1,... t2 - 1, then pi~(cb I S) = p/(& I S ) W
S, and Eit2(x I S) = E[ 1(x [ S).
The proof follows from the fact that if sign[E~Zl(xIH3_i(col))]=
sign[E~21i(xlH3_i(co2))] at some date t - 1 , for every col,co2 e S, then (depending on sign[E~21i(x IU3_i(co~
is either the case that S __c C~2~ and the
probability of every co e S is multiplied by a factor of 1 in the updating process (as follows from equation (1) above), so that the conditional probabilities
given S at date t are the same as they were at date t - 1 and the conditional
expectation doesn't change as well; or it is the case that S ~ N~-~ and the
probability of every co e S is multiplied by a factor of e in the updating process
(as follows from equation (2)) and again the conditional probabilities and the
conditional expectation don't change at date t. Thus, if the sign condition
holds in every date ~ = tl, tl + 1,... t2 - 1, so that S is contained in one of the
sets N~_ i or Ci3_i in each of these dates then agent i doesn't learn anything
about the relative weight of the different states composing S in those dates
and the conditional expectation (given S) at date t2 is the same as it was at
date h.

Property 4. For each agent i, for every date t, for every S e H ~ v H2, E/(x [ S) =

E ~ IS).
That is, the expected payoff from betting, conditional on some element in the
join of the information partitions of the agents, is always equal to the conditional expectation derived from the common prior. The proof follows immediately from the fact that each element in the join of the information partitions
is contained in a unique element of the information partition of each agent,
and from Property 3 above.

Property 5. For each agent i, for every nonempty set S c_ f2, for every date t,
E /(IS)
tx
=

t

vsl p i ( S

t

IS)-Eio (x Is t ).

That is, the updated conditional expectations of agent i given some set S, at
date t, can always be presented as a linear combination of the updated conditional probabilities of the elements in the refinement of S with respect to the
agents' joint information, where the "weight" given to each of these updated
probabilities is fixed independently of t. The proof of the property follows
immediately from the definition of conditional expectations and from Property 4.

Property 6. For each agent i, for every nonempty set S c_ g2, for every co ~ S,
for every date t, p[+l(co I S) > p[(co [ S) /fco E C~_i, and p[ +1 (o9 IS) < p[(co IS)
if co ~ N~_ i. Moreover, the inequalities hold strictly whenever C~_ i is a nonempty proper subset of S.
The Bayesian updating process can thus only increase the probability of the
states that seem compatible witll the last message received, and can only decrease the probability of the states that seem incompatible with that message.
The proof follows directly from equations (1) and (2).
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Property 7. For each agent i, for every nonempty set S c_ f2, let C =
{co E S I ~t(o) ) such that o) E C~_i Vt > t(co)} and N = S \ C. I f C is a nonempty

proper subset of S then limt-~oop[( C l S) = 1 and limt_,oo p~(N I S ) = O.
The proof follows immediately from the second part of Property 6.

A p p e n d i x B - O m i t t e d proofs

Proof of Lemma: In the following proof we use vr to denote the transpose of a
vector v. We write v > w for the case where each element of the vector v is
greater or equal to the corresponding element of w, and at least one of the
inequalities holds strictly.
Assume by way of contradiction that there is some date T such that:
, Er(xl N) _>0 v i e {1,2} v s E Hi v G, and one of the inequalities holds
strictly for some agent.
Recall from Property 1 that we use k~'_i(e)) to denote the number of times,
in the first T - 1 iterations of the model, in which agent 3 - i's updated conditional expectations given H3_i(r
was compatible with his public " G O "
announcement. Note that kf_ i is measurable with respect to H3-i. We thus
may abuse notation and write kT_i(S) whenever S is a subset of some information element ~ e H 3 - i .
Using the (obvious)conditional versions of properties 1 and 5 we know
that for every agent i, VS E Hi v G,
ET(x[S)=

~

(e)[T-l-k~-i(s')]'P~176

1

~,

S t e H3-i v

where K(S) is the obvious positive constant.
For every S e l l 1 v H 2 , let Y} = p ~ 1 7 6
S), Ys = IYisl.
Then, the system of inequalities * implies the following system **"
9* For every agent i, V S E H i v G,

Z

[sign(Y~,).e i ( s ' ) ]

9 Ys' >-

O,

I1] ~_,(s')
where ~i(S') =

SrEH3_ivS

and one of the inequalities holds strictly for some agent.
Let m = c a r d ( ( I I l v H z ) v(G)). Impose an arbitrary ordering on
((HI v / / 2 ) v (G)), so that (H1 v H 2 ) v (G) = {S1, S 2 , . . . S m } . Let n =
card(H1 v G ) + card(H2 v G) and represent the n x m system of linear inequalities ** in a matrix form by defining a vector y T = (ysl, Ys2,... Ysm),
and a n x rn matrix d , the k-th row of which corresponds to the coefficients
[sign( Yis,) . ei(S')] in the kth equation according to the order imposed on the
system **
The system ** is then equivalent to d x Y > 0.
Note that by construction each column of A has one positive element (for
one agent) and one negative element (for the other agent). Let anm denote the
generic element of the matrix d and define a vector x T = (Xl, x2,.., xn) in the
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following way: For every row n in that matrix let m(n) be the minimal column
index such that anm va O. By construction of d , there is a unique n'(m) such
that n' ~ n and an'm ~ O. Let x,
]an'm[.
Now note further that (by definition of d ) for any column m of ~r there
are two distinct indexes n(m) and n'(m), such that anm > O, an'm < 0 and all
other elements in the column are zero. Clearly there are also two indexes d(n)
and d'(n'), such that d is the minimal index in row n for which a,~ r 0 and d' is
the minimal index in row n' for which an,~, # 0. Finally note that by definition of x there are two indexes k(d) and k'(d'), such that x, = [akt[ and
=

x , , = la

't,I.

Observe that (by construction) St and Sm are contained in the same information element (say, ~) of some agent i and that the coefficients akt and
a~,m both correspond to the updated probabilities assigned by agent 3 - i to St
and Sm (correspondingly). From property 3 it follows that [a~r = lan,m[.
By similar arguments, [ak,t, [ = ]anm [.
Thus, xn'anm + Xn, "an'm = [akt]" ]a~,t,[- [ak,t,I" ]ak/[ = 0, which proves
that 3x > 0 such that x r - ~r = 0. By Stiemke theorem of alternatives (Mangasarian 1969) 7y > 0 such that ~ - y > 0, a contradiction to the system of
equations with which we have started the analysis. 9
Proof of Theorem: For every information element n eHi, let W ( n ) =
{s //3_iv lE~
> o} and L(n) = { S ~ H 3 _ i v n [ E ~
< 0}.
Note that each element S of W(zc) or L(n) is always contained in one (unique)
information element of agent 3 - i. From Property 3 it follows that for every
date t,E[(x I S) = E~
In the sequel we thus call W(n) the set of basic
gain elements in n, and L(n) the set of basic loss elements in n. (Note that a
basic loss element is an element where the agent expects a strict loss from
betting).
In proving the Theorem we use the following intuitively trivial result: Let n
be an information element for agent i and assume that i keeps receiving messages that increase (in the sense of Property 6) the probability of some nonempty element S' in the algebra spanned by the "basic loss elements" of n;
i.e., some element in ~-(L(n)). Assume also that i expects a gain from betting
given n eventually; i.e., there is some date tl such that E/(x[ n) > 0 for every
t _ tl. Then it must be the case that the messages i receives also increase the
probability of some nonempty element S" in the algebra spanned by the "basic gain elements" of n; i.e., some element in ~ ( W ( n ) ) . Moreover, i's expected payoff from betting given S ' u S" must be nonnegative from some
stage t* on. We formally state the result in the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Fix i ~ I, ~ ~ Hi, Assume that."
(1) There is some date tl such that E~(x [ n) > 0 Vt >_ tl.
(2) There is some nonempty set S' ~ ~
and some date t2 such that S' ~_
C~_ i Vt >_ t2.
Then, there is a nonempty set S" ~ ~ ( W ( n ) ) and a date t*, such that:
(3) S" ~_ C~_i Vt >_ t*, and
(4) E/(x I S" • S') _> 0 Vt > t*.
Proof To simplify notation, let W - W(n) for the rest of the proof. Note
that by definition of C~_i, every S ~ H1 v / / 2 is either a subset of C~_i or is a
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subset of the complementary set N~_ i. Assume by way of contradiction to (3)
that,
(5) VS E W there is a subsequence, Ti(S), such that S c_ N~_i Vt ~ Ti(S).
Let W = U s s w S.
Assumptions (2), (4) and Property 7 imply that
(6) l i m / ~ Pit (S I W t.) S') = 0 VS E W , a n d
(7) lim,__+~p[(S'l W u S ' ) = 1.
That is, the conditional probability (given W u S t) of some basic loss elements approaches 1, while the conditional probability of each basic gain element approaches 0. This together with the fact that E/(xl S)= E~(xl S)
whenever S is a basic loss element or a basic gain element in zt implies that i's
updated expected payoff (given W u S t) must be negative for high enough t.
Since W w S' contains all the basic gain elements of re, it follows that the
expected payoff given r~ must be negative for high enough t, a contradiction to
assumption (1) that proves part (3) of the Lemma.
Now let cg = {~ e W ]there is a date t# such t h a t Et3_i(xlH3_i(S)) > 0
Vt > t~}, S" = U ~ e ~ and t* = max t2, { t ~ } ~ e.
By the first part of the proof cg and S" are nonempty. Assume - by
way of contradiction to (4) - that there is some date t o > t* such that
E[~
') < 0. Note that by definition of t*, for every t > t*, for every
S ~ H3-i v (Stt t) St), E~_i(xlII3_i(S)) > O. Thus, by Property 4,
(8) E[(x I S" u S') = E f (x I S" u S') < 0 Vt > t*.
But by definition of cg, for every_S E W such that S r
there is a subsequence of dates T(S) such that S ~ N~_ i Vt ~ T(S). From property 7 it
follows that
(9) l i m t ~ p / ( S I W u S') = 0, whenever such S exists.
Together with (8) above we get a contradiction to assumption (1) that proves
part (4) of the lemma. 9

Proof of the Theorem." Assume without loss of generality that
(1) n0E2(xi//1(0)0) c~ 172(o9~ < O.
Consider the case where both agents announce " G O " in every date t =
1,2, ... and assume by way of contradiction to the first alternative in the
statement of the theorem that both agents always expect a gain from betting;
i.e.,
(2) El(x] Hi(o)~ > 0 for every date t, for every agent i.
We will use Lemma 5 and the lemma from Section 4 to show that the
second alternative in the statement of the theorem holds. First we claim that
(2) can hold only if:
(3) There is some nonempty subset of s G, and some date t such that: For
each agent i, and for every S ~ H i v G, E[(xl S) = 0.
Proof of (3): Note that under assumptions (1) and (2) above agent 2 keeps
receiving messages that increase (in the sense of Property 6) the probability
of some basic loss element in//2(0)~ (the element HI (0)~ n H2(0)~ while
always expecting a gain given//2(0) ) overall. By the lemma it must be the
case that the messages that the agent receives also increase the probability of
some basic gain elements in//2(0) 0 ). In the far left side of Figure A we have
drawn all the basic elements S of//2(0) ~ for which there is some date ts such
that for every date ~ > ts the other agent (agent 1) expects a gain from betting
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Agent 1:

W

Agent 2:

L--~ L--o W

L-oL-+W---~W
L

L--~L---+W

L--+ L - ~ W

W

L

L--o L---+ W

Fig. A

given the information element that contains S. By the previous arguments
there exist at least one such basic loss element and one such basic gain element. In the figure we assume there are two such basic loss elements ($1 and
$2) and one such basic gain element ($3). We use L to denote a basic loss
element and W to denote a basic gain element. The arrows connecting different basic elements indicate that they "belong" to the same information element in the corresponding agent's information structure.
Now note that since x is zero-sum the basic gain elements of agent 2 are
always basic loss elements for agent 1. Consider the basic gain element in
H2(co~ $3. By our previous arguments there is some date t, after which agent
1 expects a gain from betting given the information element (in H1) that contains $3. Let that information element be nl. Note also that by our previous
assumptions the other agent (agent 2) always expects a gain from betting
given the information element that contains $3 (which is H2(co~ Since we
only consider the case of successive GO-iterations it follows again from
Lemma 5 that there must be some basic gain element in re1, say $5, and some
date ts5 such that agent 2 expects a gain from betting given the information
element (in H2) that contains $5, in every date t > tss. In Figure A we have
drawn all the basic elements S in rq for which there is some date ts such that
agent 2 expects a gain from betting given the information element that contains S for every t > ts. Note that by the previous arguments these elements
include at least one basic loss element ($3) and one basic gain element ($5). In
the figure we assumed that there are two such basic loss elements ($3 and $4)
and two such basic gain elements ($5 and $6).
Now observe that the basic gain elements for agent 1 that have been just
added to the figure, are again basic loss elements for agent 2. By our previous
arguments for each of these basic loss elements, say S, there is a date tl(S)
such that agent 2 expects a gain from betting given the information element
that contains S for every t > q(S), and there is a date t2(S) such that the
probability of S increases (in the senses of Property 6) in every date t > t2(S)
given the GO-messages received from agent 1. Thus, Lemma 5 implies that
for every such S there is at least one corresponding basic gain element S/(S)
which is at the same information set of agent 2 as S and such that agent 1
expects a gain from betting eventually given the information element that
contains S~(S). We have added these basic gain elements (and all other basic
elements S in each H 2 ( S ~) for which there is some date t(S) such that agent 1
expects a gain from betting in every date t >_ T ( S ) given H1 (S)) to Figure A.
But these basic gain elements for agent 2 are basic loss elements for agent 1, so
we have to repeat these arguments successively ...
Since the space of states 12 is finite it must be the case that the procedure
outlined above is cyclic in the sense that the "new" basic gain elements for
some agent, at some iteration, corresponds to some "old" basic loss elements
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of the other agent that have been added to the figure in one of the previous
iterations. In Figure A, for example, the basic gain element corresponding to
the basic loss element $12 for agent 1 is $1, the element with which we have
started the construction.
Let G denote the subset of s as constructed in the argument above. From
inequality (4) in Lemma 5 and the definition of G it follows that there is some
date t such that El(x IS ) > 0 for each agent i, for every S E H i v G. From the
lemma of Section 4 we know that in fact the only possible case is
E/(x I S) -- 0 Vi~ I, VS ~ Hi v G as claimed in (3) above.
Now note that by definition of G, every S s H1 v H2 is either a subset of
G or a subset of the complementary set s
Note further that by definition
of G,
(4) For every S ~/I1 v 112(co~ such that S c~ G = 0, there is a subsequence of
dates T(S) such that for every t e T(S), S _ N~, while
(5) For every S ~ Ha v//2(co ~ such that S _ G, there is a date ts such that
S ~_ C~ Vt >_ ts.
From Property 7 it follows that for every S ~ / / 1 v//2(co ~ such that
SnG=O,
(6) limt_.~p~(S IH2(co~ = 0
From (3), (6), and property 5 it finally follows that
(7) limt_~ooE~t(x1112(co~ -= 0; i.e., the expected payoff of agent 2 goes to
zero as t goes to infinity.
A similar argument holds for agent 1: Note that the system (3) implies
that E[(xlHl(co ~ c~ G ) ) = 0 . Note also that by Property 4 and assumption (1),

E~ (X I (//1 (O90) t~//2(0)0))) = E~

I (//1 (COO)('h 112((.O0))) > 0.

Thus, the set Hi(co 0) ~//2(0) 0) must be a proper subset of gl(co O) ~ G.
But then it follows from the definition of G that the set 171 (coo) c~ G must include all the elements S in H2 v H1 (coo), for which there is a date t~ such that
E~(x[//2(S)) > 0 for every t > t~. The same arguments that were used to
show that agent 2's expected payoff given//2(co ~ converges to zero then imply that
(8) l i m t ~ E[(x ] Hi(co~ = 0, as well.
Thus, if both agents expect a gain from betting after T successive GOiterations, for every integer T, then it follows from (7) and (8) that the
expected gain from betting must converge to zero as the number of GOiterations goes to infinity. 9
Finally note that if we modify the model by adding a small cost c for entertaining the bet then if alternative (1) in the statement of the theorem doesn't
hold then it must be the case that
(2') E~(x [//1(co~ > 0 for every date t, for every agent i.
But it then follows - as in the proof of the original theorem - that:
(Y) There is some nonempty subset of s C , and some date t such that: For
each agent i, and for every S ~ Hi v C, E[ (x[ S) > 0.
(The difference from the c = 0 case is that now the agents' expected gain
from betting must be at least c and thus all the inequalities in (Y) must hold
(strictly). Since this contradicts the lemma, alternative (1) holds.
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